
 

Paddington 
Academy  

Year 7 
Curriculum 

Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2 

English 

Childhood and growing up 
- Exploration of the genre of 
autobiography and the theme of 
childhood through Roald Dahl’s ‘Boy’ 
- Exploration of own life history 
through writing autobiographies 

Comedy and farce 
- Exploration of Shakespeare’s ‘Much 
Ado About Nothing’ and techniques of 
comedy and farce 
- Development speaking and listening 
skills through monologues 

Changes and transitions 
- Exploration of transition and life-
changing events through the play 
‘Burning Everest’ by Adrian Flynn 
- Exploration of a variety of fiction and 
non-fiction texts to develop the ability 
to analyse language 

London 
- Exploration the presentation of 
London through texts from different 
eras, including descriptive texts by 
Dickens and Blake 
- Sharpening of transactional writing 
skills through real-life tasks such as 
letter writing 

Mystery and Adventure 
- Exploration of how writers create 
characters, settings and atmospheres 
through mystery texts including ‘The 
Man with the Yellow Face’ by Anthony 
Horowitz 
- Development of creative writing skills 
through writing mystery stories. 

End of year assessment 
- Revision of key revision skills and 
developing exam literacy 
Non-Fiction 
- Study of a range of non-fiction texts 
from the 19th and 20th centuries to 
shape writing skills for letters, 
speeches and articles 

Mathematics 

The Base 10 Number System 
- Place value of integers and decimals 
-  Addition and subtraction with 
integers and decimals 

Multiplication and Division 
- Multiplication and division with 
integers and decimals 
- Factors and multiples 

Reading Scales and Angles 
- Reading scales 
- Classifying, drawing and measuring 
angles 
- Angle properties 
- Angles on a straight line and around a 
point  
2D Shapes 
- 2D shapes  
- Properties of triangles and 
quadrilaterals including their angles 
- Parallel and perpendicular lines 

Fractions 
- Simplifying fractions 
- Equivalent fractions  
- Proper and improper fractions 
- Fractions of amounts 
- Multiplying and dividing fractions  
- Converting between fractions, 
decimals and percentages 

Algebra 
 Simplifying algebraic expressions 
- Using algebraic notation 
- Substitution into algebraic 
expressions 
- Writing algebraic expressions 

Percentages 
- Percentages of a quantity 
- Percentage of amounts 
Working with Data 
- Constructing and interpreting data on 
pie charts, bar charts, line graphs and 
pictograms. 

Science 

Chemical Reactions 
- Acids and alkalis as classes of 
chemicals with distinct properties and 
uses, and neutralisation reactions 
- Understanding what happens in 
chemical reactions and different types 
of particles 

Forces & Motion 
- Different types of force and their 
effects on objects 
- How to describe speed and velocity in 
a simple mathematical way 

Cells, Tissues & Organs 
-Basic cell biology for animals and 
plants 
- A variety of tissues and organ systems 

Particles 
- The difference between compounds 
and mixtures 
- Practical investigations to explain how 
mixtures and solutions can be 
separated using a range of laboratory 
techniques 

Energy 
- The concept of energy in the context 
of fuels 
- Evaluation of the use of renewable 
and non-renewable energy resources 
- Conduction and radiation as 
processes that transfer heat 

Reproduction & Variation 
- Different features of both the male 
and female reproductive organs 
- The events leading up to fertilisation 
and the stages of pregnancy 
- Environmental vs. inherited variation, 
and investigation of variation 

Geography 

What is a Geographer? 
- Exploration of what geography is 
- Development of tools for successful in 
geographical enquiry 
- Exploration of contextual world 
knowledge 

Physical Geography: Geology 
- Impact of geology on population 
distribution, and the influence on the 
UK topography 
- Physical and chemical weathering and 
the creation of landforms in the UK 
today 
- How geology controls other landscape 
features, drainage and the location of 
settlements and industry 

Depth Study: Africa 
- Understanding location and key 
human and physical characteristics of 
the continent.  
- Using a range of indicators to analyse 
patterns of development and 
evaluating the effectiveness of similar 
indicators in assessing quality of life in 
particular locations 

The World of Work 
- Exploration of economic activity with 
a specific focus on tourism 
- Investigation of examples of work in 
each UK economic sector with 
contrasting examples in a LEDC 
- The growth of tourism, including the 
rise of Mediterranean destinations 
- Comparison tourism in the UK with an 
LEDC, identifying impact on places 

Rivers and their impacts 
- Development of map skills, 
investigating rivers using a variety of 
maps and photographs 
- How rivers shape the land, how 
geographical processes interact to 
create changing physical features 
- Exploration of the relationship 
humans have with rivers in the context 
of flooding and flood prevention 

Topic- Investigation 
- Geographical enquiry investigation: 
developing a hypothesis, investigating, 
analysing results and preparing 
conclusions 
- Application of geographical skills 

History 

The Norman Conquest of England 
- How Britain was shaped by events in 1066 and the Norman conquest of England 
- Development of skills as historians - investigating events and topics through 
enquiry questions and source analysis 
. How and why England changed after the Norman conquest and how this 
affected the people of England 

Life in Medieval England 
- Exploration of life in Medieval England: the role law and order played in society, 
how religion changed people’s lives and the consequences of disease and poverty 
within Medieval towns and cities 
- Development of source analysis skills by engaging with a range of primary and 
secondary sources 

Religion & England 
- Europe and the Islamic world, and the causes of the English Reformation in mid 
1500s, including the Crusades, rise of the Ottoman Empire, and the English 
Reformation of 1533. 
- Exploration of causation and significance 
- Developing links between events that happened in Europe and England, coming 
to deep and meaningful conclusions on the topic of religion 

Religious 
Education 

Christianity 
- Introduction to aims and purposes of RE in an ever-changing and diverse society 
- Focus on Christianity as a living religion, learning about and from the religion 
- Exploring key themes of identity, beliefs, morality, and purpose in relation to the wider world 
- Developing an informed understanding of the key tenets of the Christian faith and key skills of enquiry and evaluation 
- Developing an appreciation of Jesus as important in the lives of Christians today 

Hinduism 
- Exploring Hinduism in a religious and social context in India, analysing religious beliefs and observances 
- Engaging students with the concept of the caste system and inequality 
- Exploring the revolutionary Mahatma Ghandi  
- Sharpening skills of critical analysis and investigation 



Modern 
Foreign 
Languages: 
French or 
Spanish 

Personal information  
- Developing confidence in having short 
dialogues in the target language  
- Saying their name, recognising and 
using classroom language, using 
accurate pronunciation and becoming 
familiar with phonics 
- Learning numbers 1-31, giving their 
age and birthday 
- Describing objects using adjectives 

Personal information 
- Saying their nationality and where 
they are from 
- Learning names of pets and being 
able to describe them using adjectives 
- Beginning to use opinions to describe 
likes and dislikes 
- Grammar points: using the verbs ‘to 
have’ and ‘to be’ 

My family 

- Describing families, their names and 
ages and appearance 
- Strengthening structures using 
opinions and adjectives 
- Starting to develop translation skills, 
speaking spontaneously as well as 
creating and performing dialogues  
- Grammar points: present tense 
regular verbs 

School 

- School vocabulary, including school 
subjects, and adjectives to describe 
why they like and dislike subjects.  
- Describing a school day using the time 
- Grammar points: additional verbs and 
question words 

School and clothes 

- Describing a variety of clothing  
- Using the verb ‘to wear’ to describe 
what they wear and others wear  
- Grammar points: using the future 
tense, building on their understanding 
of the present tense 

Projects 

- Consolidating learning from the year, 
with opportunities to perform original 
dialogues to improve fluency and 
confidence in speaking 

Physical 
Education (PE) 

Athletics: Health and Safety, Sprinting, 
Pacing, Long Jump, High Jump, Shot 
Put, Discus, Relay 

Football: Ball Control, Passing and Receiving, Team Possession, Attacking, Defending and Team Shape 
Gymnastics: Travelling, Balances, Paired/Group Balances, Vaulting, Sequences 
Netball: Rules, Passing, Receiving, Footwork, Team Possession, Shooting, Defending, Marking, Positions 
Basketball: Rules, Dribbling, Passing, Lay Ups, Ball Familiarisation, Communication, Match Play 
Rugby: Rules, Passing, Alignment, Contact, Tackling, Unopposed Rucking/ Scrumming 
Trampolining: Kipping, Bouncing and Stop, Core Stability, Basic Shapes, Sequencing. 
Table Tennis: Serving, Backhand, Forehand, Rules, Spin, Volley, Smash, Drop Shot, Doubles, Singles 

Tennis: Serving, Backhand, Forehand, Rules, Spin, Volley, Smash, Drop Shot, 
Doubles, Singles 
Cricket: Throwing and Catching, Fielding, Bowling, Batting – Forward Drive, Rules 
of Cricket and Sportsmanship, Match Play 
Rounders: Fielding, Bowling, Throwing and Catching, Rules, Match Play 
Softball: Fielding, Bowling, Throwing and Catching, Rules, Match Play 

Art, Design, 
Technology & 
Computing 

Art: Matisse and Formal Elements 
- Development of mark-making skills 
through experimental drawing activity 
and the study of formal elements that 
underpin all study in Art and Design  
- Introduction to the work of Henri 
Matisse and his paper cut-outs 
- Experimentation with line, shape, 
colour, texture, patter, composition, 
form and tone through workshops and 
observational drawing 

Art: Georgia O’Keeffe 
- Exploration of artistic practice of 
Georgia O’Keeffe, specifically her 
flower and skull paintings and 
photographs 
- Developing knowledge of key themes 
(e.g. symbolism) and practical skills in 
painting and photography  
- Realisation of ideas and intentions 
through an individual watercolour 
outcome 

Art: Clay Gargoyle 
- Exploration of the properties of 
ceramics from simple pinch, coil and 
slab pots 
- Designing and making relief gargoyle-
inspired wall tile 
- How to work with clay, firing stages 
and glazing 
- Exploring work by Pablo Picasso and 
Francis Bacon in this project 

DT Food: Edible Science 
- Exploration of food science and 
nutrition, becoming aware of healthy 
eating 
- Investigating food provenance, 
sustainability, ethical and 
environmental factors, dietary and 
nutritional needs and food science 
- Developing practical skills: chopping, 
mixing, and weighing and measuring, 
sauce making, pasta and rice cookery, 
shaping, kneading, simmering, sautéing 
and boiling 

DT Textiles: Beastie project 
- Developing decorative technical 
techniques to represent ideas by hand 
and machine 
- Applying skills to design and making a 
‘Beastie’ inspired by the artist 
Timorous Beastie 
- Developing key research and visual 
communication skills, considering 
fabrics, decorative techniques and 
patterns 

Computing  
- Understanding key elements of e-
safety, and the way technology is 
changing society 
- Learning how computers function and 
the basic functions of hardware and 
software 
- Exploring codes such as binary code 
and its uses 
- Understanding what algorithms are 
and the function they have in different 
real world applications  

Performing 
Arts 

Dance: Superheroes 
- Introduction to performance and 
choreography skills  
- Development of creativity and 
confidence through positive 
engagement 
- Exploration of ‘Superheroes’ stimulus 
to communicate a narrative to an 
audience 
- Combining a variety of actions into 
sequences,  and performing with 
extension, energy and effort 

Music: Introduction to Music 
- Introduction to studying music at KS3 
- Learning how to play pieces of music 
on a variety of instruments such as 
keyboards and guitars 
- Learning how to use music software 
on Apple Mac computers to record 
work 

Drama: Circle of the Hero 
- Introducing the process of developing 
drama in groups 
- Moving on to different forms of 
drama such as role play and physical 
theatre 
- Developing knowledge of structure  
- Growing cultural learning through the 
exploration of heroic tales 
- Analysing and critically evaluating 
own and peer work 
Storytelling 
- Developing skills needed to explore, 
understand and develop drama from a 
performance text, including 
characterisation, voice and narration 
- Analysing and critically evaluating 
own and peer work 

Dance: Friends and Enemies 
- Development of performance and 
choreography skills 
- Development of technique, 
composition and critical appreciation  
- Use of contact work to develop 
dynamic range in choreography and 
performance 

Music: Introduction to Ensemble Skills  - 
“Rock School” 
- Playing a variety of instruments in 
small ensembles to develop 
instrumental and teamwork skills, 
organisation and communication 
techniques 
- Developing, musical skills to allow for 
effective ensemble performances 

Drama: Private Peaceful 
- Developing understanding of 
character, relationships and status 
- Exploring themes of war, time and 
justice 
- Developing skills of creation of 
naturalistic and abstract drama 
- Analysing and critically evaluating 
own and peer work 
Commedia dell’arte 
- Introduction to physical 
characterisation skills through 16th 
century Italian performance style 
- Moving on to staging techniques 
- Developing understanding of the 
relationship between the actor and 
audience 
- Analysing and critically evaluating 
own and peer work 

 
 


